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Obscuritas – Rekke/Vargas #1
David Lagercrantz

Summer of 2003, and Iraq has just been invaded
by the US. In Stockholm, a football referee with
Afghan roots is found beaten to death. Hot-tempered Giuseppe Costa, also the dad of one of the
players, is arrested for the murder in what looks
to be an open-and-shut case. But Costa insists
that he is innocent and the Chief of Police
decides to consult Professor Hans Rekke, a world
renowned expert on interrogational techniques.
If there is anyone that can crack Costa, it is him.

released, and the police suddenly find themselves without leads. Only Micaela Vargas, a young
community police officer from Husby, who has
been let into the investigation as an act of grace,
refuses to let things rest. She tries to get hold of
Rekke, but he won’t return her calls.
But then Hans Rekke and Micaela Vargas meet
again, under dramatic circumstances. The odd
couple decides to solve the case that appears increasingly like an enigma, and which leads them
to CIA’s hunt for terrorists, and the Taliban’s
war against music. What kind of a man was the
referee? Is he a victim, or a perpetrator?

But nothing turns out as the police expects.
Rekke welcomes the investigational team to his
grand family home in Djursholm. In a vertiginous display of reason, he discards the preliminary investigation completely – and shortly
thereafter the whole case falls to pieces. Costa is

Obscuritas is a clever and exciting page-turner
where nothing is what it seems.

Primary agents: Linda Altrov Berg & Catherine Mörk

David Lagercrantz
David Lagercrantz’s (b. 1962) breakthrough as a
novelist was Fall of Man in Wilmslow, a fictionalised
novel about the British mathematician Alan Turing.
The biography I am Zlatan, written together with
international football star Zlatan Ibrahimovic, was
published in 2011. With 500 000 hardcover copies
sold in less than two months, it is the fastest selling
book in Sweden to date, and has sold millions of
copies worldwide.
In 2013, Lagercrantz was asked to write a freestanding sequel to Stieg Larsson’s Millennium
Trilogy. The Girl in the Spider's Web (2015)
became a global publishing phenomenon with
simultaneous publication in 27 countries, and
was followed by The Girl Who Takes an Eye for
an Eye (2017) and – Lagercrantz’s final book in
the Millennium series – The Girl Who Lived Twice
(2019). The Millennium series has sold 100 million
copies to date and has topped the international
bestseller charts all over the world.
The first book in Lagercrantz’s new Rekke/Vargas
series will be published by Norstedts in November
2021, and rights have already been sold to more
than twenty territories.

»David Lagercrantz has
proven that he deserves both
attention and respect«
Dagens Nyheter

First
book
to be
November
2021 |XXX
Pages: 380
Original
title:
XXXpublished:
| Publication:
XXX | Pages:
Senior editor: Eva
XXX Gedin
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UP-COMING • CRIME
NEW •FICTION
GENRE

Rekke/Vargas #1-3 sold to:
Companhia das Letras, Brazil
Viking, Canada
Profil, Croatia
Euromedia, Czech Rep.
Politiken, Denmark
Varrak, Estonia
WSOY, Finland
Heyne, Germany
Marsilio, Italy
Zvaigzne, Latvia
Alma, Lithuania
Signatuur/AW Bruna, NL
Gyldendal, Norway
Wielka & Storytel, Poland
Porto, Portugal
Trei, Romania
Vulkan, Serbia
Ikar, Slovak Rep.
Planeta, Spanish & Catalan (world)
MacLehose/Quercus, UK & Comm.
KM Publishing, Ukraine
Alfred A. Knopf, USA

»This story brims with the best I’ve learned from my career as a journalist
and an author; from popular science, murder mysteries and biographies.
I am so looking forward to building my own universe, where I will be flirting
with my childhood heroes: Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson. «
– David Lagercrantz

Fiction
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UP-COMING • LITERARY

through the lens of nostalgia, what they’d want
you to see. Perhaps, all some allow themselves to
see.

The focal point? A life evolving, a girl growing
into voice, and power. A longing to belong,
overshadowed by the need to be. To just be.
Even if just being means a final disaster. A burning of it all. A burning of it all to the ground.

The time frame? 40 years of modern European
history. The push and pull of macro-economics,
pushing and pulling at the fabric of that village,
those people, those fragile, fragile promises, and
the iron-clad connections underpinning tradition. Safety. The advent of a new time, a new
way of looking at those age-old concepts: home,
truth, God, woman.

Agnes Lidbeck follows up on her previous successes with an epic literary novel. Her exquisite
prose, along with her razor-sharp eye for interpersonal relationships and the conditions that
shape them, make Nikky’s Book a true mustread.

Press voices

For Agnes Lidbeck’s previous works
ters hopeless and human, the course of events
intrusive, and the reading poignant.” Svenska
Dagbladet

Supporting Act (2017)
“Few things are as hard to depict in literature as
the banal that only goes on privately, without
any fuss, without any particular intrigue or
point. /…/ In my years as a literary critic I have
rarely come across anything like it. Supporting
Act is a sensational debut.” Expressen

Nikky’s Book
Nikes bok

“It is tremendously skilfully done /…/ Agnes
Lidbeck writes with an exact clarity, stripped
and pregnant. /.../ It is efficient and strangely
entertaining, a really twisted look upon the
everyday life, emphasizing the absurdness of our
everlasting turns to fit our doughy bodies into
hard structures.” Svenska Dagbladet

Agnes Lidbeck
Disaster. It all begins with absolute disaster. A hot,
lazy beach day – white light washing white sands –
transformed into something malignant, untethering
life from what has been, propelling forward into the
unknown.
The people? Three young families, their backgrounds
vastly different. Some of them pretty and poised.
Others fiercely ambitious and unable to hide their
fangs. A woman shouting mad and ready to wreak havoc. Another, quietly ready to do... whatever needs to
be done. And that’s not even mentioning the money.
The hush-hush of having and not having. Still, they
are bound together, a bond that grows into love, a love
rooted in that first disaster.
The place? A coastal fishing village, postcard pretty
and scented with the salt of sea, the tender warmth
of lavender. Or at least that’s what you’d want to see;

continues >>

Agnes Lidbeck made a sensational
breakthrough with the literary
triptych Supporting Act (2017), The
Rift (2018) and At a Loss (2019), and
the bestselling poetry collection From
(2018, Ellerströms), securing her a
position as one of the most prominent
voices in contemporary Swedish
literature.

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample (October)
Option publishers: Modtryk, Denmark • Cappelen Damm, Norway • Prószynski, Poland • Treci trg, Serbia
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“The remarkable thing about Agnes Lidbeck’s
narrative is that despite the scathing clarity,
there are glimpses of something forgiving in the
depiction of the human aspects, all too human.
There’s an almost tender glimmer in the eagle
eye watching down on these people trying to
cope with life given their preconditions. We’re
no better than this, let’s not pretend anything
else.” Sydsvenskan
At a Loss (2019)
“If you look beyond the exquisite contempt that
permeates Lidbeck’s prose, the entire book suddenly appears as a fundamentally tragic portrait
of a self-deceiver, painted in broad strokes but
with a light touch. The anguish within is like a
flash of a blade that makes me shiver...” Dagens
Nyheter

The Rift (2018)
“In The Rift the reader will feel a more intimate bond with the characters compared to the
debut, and at times both angst and grief are
allowed to almost flourish. This novel has softer
edges, the characters are more humans than
objects, but it’s the subtle and poetically stringent prose that is its strongest asset. Few Swedish
authors have such authority of the text as Agnes
Lidbeck has...” Aftonbladet

“Lidbeck’s prose is excellent and occasionally
almost clinical. Anders might as well be lying
on a table where a pathologist dissects him.
Everything is brought into the open, surveyed,
evaluated. The language is the knife and it is
handled with precision, deftness and subtlety.”
Arbetarbladet

“Agnes Lidbeck has written a more melancholic
novel this time, stylish and subdued, but with a
softer gaze on her characters /… / She has maintained her sharp observations of mannerisms
and details, the things that make the charac-

Original title: Nikes bok | Publication: October 2021 | Pages: 737
Senior editor: Håkan Bravinger | Primary agent: Catherine Mörk
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LITERARY • DEBUT

The Trio is a splendid literary debut: very accessible, yet acute, subtle and elegant, with atmospheric and beautifully observed Stockholm
exteriors that you won’t wish to leave.

There is a sense of ‘modern flaneur’ in the
narrative, which superbly captures the essence
of youth – both the feelings of alienation and
the yearning for affinity and connection. This
is Sally Rooney meets Therese Bohman, with a
little bit of Jules and Jim.

The Trio
Press voices

The Trio
Trion

Johanna Hedman
Three friends in their twenties: Thora, Hugo and August. Thora, the only child of charismatic bohemian
couple Aron and Laura, comes from old money and
has been raised in a grand apartment in an exclusive
part of Stockholm. Thora and August have been best
friends, and occasional lovers, for years, but their
relationship is unsettled when Hugo becomes Thora’s
family’s new tenant. Hugo comes from a different
background and is both fascinated and petrified by
this new and privileged world. Gradually, the three are
drawn toward each other, and a close, but not entirely
uncomplicated friendship comes into existence.
Soon they are spending every waking moment together: sitting at cafes, taking bike rides during long
summer nights, travelling to Paris. Beneath the surface
powerful emotions are simmering, but also reflections
on identity, class and love. All while the fragile balance between them threaten to crack.

continues >>

Johanna Hedman (b. 1993) holds
a Master’s degree in Peace and
Conflict Studies. She has completed
internships in Paris and at the
Swedish UN delegation in New York,
where she kept minutes for the
Security Council meetings. She has
also been a trainee at an NGO in
southern India.

“Hedman is a mature and gifted writer. I understand that agents and rights executives have become overwhelmed with excitement. I also understand that no writer deserves to be measured
against advances and remunerations, not least
a debutant. But it must be said: young Swedish
realism is rarely of this quality /… / Following a
handful of scenes, Hedman leaves the American
prelude and hurls the story back to the youth,
the essence of the novel and its indisputable
universe. It is a conventional framework – first
the scars, then the wounds; first the punishment, then the crimes – but the cliché does not
feel disruptive, the implicit nostalgia works its
magic: The Trio is a story of when life gained
colour and shape. I mean this as praise. The Trio
is an unusual debut, confident and intriguing.”
Expressen

“The debutant Johanna Hedman is not the only
one to employ an elegiac tone to write about
a bittersweet bygone love affair. What gives
this love story a fresh take is that it is our own
present that has received a nostalgic shimmer.
The 2010’s is the scene for the love triangle
between Thora, August and Hugo – but it is
narrated from a time several decades into the
future. /… / Many of the young novels that tell
the story of love in the big city possess a contrived cynicism which The Trio lacks. It is a novel
about big emotions, although subdued, and not
about jaded Tinder dating. The key to Johanna
Hedman’s success is surely her choice to allow
her trio to intertwine in flashbacks that portray
them through the golden shimmer of nostalgia
rather than the unflattering tube lights of the
present. Let’s hope that the international attention does not make us have to wait several years
for Johanna Hedman’s next novel.”
Arbetarbladet

“The Trio is vigorous and vivid – even linguistically. It is evident that Johanna Hedman has
a keen interest in language. Descriptions of
words, dialects and mother tongues are abundant. And words can be explained as hard
around the edges and sticky at the centre /… /
The Trio is a wistful and engaging novel about
festering emotions. Johanna Hedman should
definitely be able to expect at least a debutant
award...” Upsala Nya Tidning
“An acute, eloquent and bittersweet debut about
three friends in their twenties – Thora, Hugo
and August – which moves between Stockholm,
Paris and New York. Flaming love, reflections on
identity and class, where the perspectives shift
between the three of them. There may potentially be an August Prize nomination!” Femina

The Trio is her first novel.

Rights sold to: Ara Llibres, Catalonia • Turbine, Denmark • Sprotin, Faeroe Islands • Aula & Co, Finland • Btb/
Luchterhand, Germany • Forlagid, Iceland • Frassinelli/Sperling & Kupfer, Italy • Wielka Litera, Poland • Gatopardo Ediciones, Spain • Ithaki, Turkey • Hamish Hamilton, UK (World English rights)
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“It’s a special feeling to read about your own era
as if it was the past. Johanna Hedman’s much
talked-about debut novel The Trio has been
described as both timeless and very contemporary, and that is partly true. The majority
of the book is set in the present time, during
a vaguely defined 2010s, and tells the story of
three young people, Thora, Hugo and August,
and their powerful yet complex bond. But: the
timeline has a twist due to the first part of the
novel where Thora’s grown-up daughter Frances
pays a visit to Hugo in New York. This creates an
effect of the present being shrouded in the mists
of time. Johanna Hedman’s debut is vigorous.
/.../ She describes her fictional characters with
sensitivity and precision, but what makes The
Trio so dynamic is the way the present becomes
memory in her hands.” Tidningen Vi

Original title: Trion | Publication: August 2021 | Pages: 356 | Available material: full English MS
Senior editor: Elin Sennerö Kaunitz | Primary agent: Sofia Odsberg
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Shade and Breeze

From the sample translation
her first visitors, she said. I looked at the flowers
(begonia, geranium, coneflower) while the lady
described Má to her boss: “Friendly, cute, yes
what else can I say, well... cute.” She ended the
call and turned to us. With good news, she could
hardly contain herself.
Magnus might be able to offer an internship...
Má interrupted her mid-sentence. “Internship. No thanks, goodbye,” she said, and we went
for the door.
“Internship.”
“No thanks.”
“Goodbye.”
Flawless Swedish.
I turned to wave at the lady but she had
already turned her back to us, now bent over
an enormous pile of mulch that trickled down
toward her feet like so much brown water. Her
entire being indolent and soft.
The next morning when Má woke me up
I had an impossible urge: I was sick of her, I
almost wanted to spit in her morose face. We
went to the laundromat, it was right around the
corner.
She got the job.
She was to work every weekend, Friday to
Sunday, afternoon to evening. Starting in June.
That is excellent, she said, the language classes
end in May.
I sprinted all the way to school.
In the afternoon, when I came home, she was
standing on the threshold between the kitchen
and hall, as if she’d been waiting for me. She
said it hadn’t been necessary for me to come,
that I had only functioned as further insurance,
she’d have gotten the job regardless. She said
she hadn’t even wanted it. I asked why and she
said it was because so many Vietnamese worked
there.
Early afternoon. Hieu sitting next to the
kitchen window. Small sweat stains on his shirt.
He was resting his elbows on the table, as if to
cool down.

NO THANKS, GOODBYE
For weeks, she had warned me: One morning I’d
have to go out with her. All I had to do, and all I
had to keep in mind, was to look pitiful.
So we practiced.
Do it... Look pitiful.
Eyes focused, lips looser, never pouting, never
taut.
Like that.
Má giggled. I held this look, directed my gaze
to where the wallpaper met the floor, traced the
baseboard around the corner, into the kitchen. A
slow, slack gaze.
Quynh Tran was born in 1989 and
grew up in Jakobstad in Finnish
Ostrobothnia. He now resides
in Malmö where he works as a
psychologist.
Tran is a graduate of the acclaimed
Biskops Arnö Writing School. Shade
and Breeze is his literary debut.

Shade and Breeze
Skugga och svalka

Quynh Tran

This is the story of Má and Hieu. Má dreams
about wealth and grandeur, Hieu dreams about
the pretty girls. Then there is also the second
son, the younger brother, always in the periphery, always an observer. He gradually disappears into his schoolwork, mesmerised by his
own astonishing intelligence.

constantly on a collision course with each
other and the community’s suffocating social
codes. They live among people who want to
talk openly about everything, who don’t understand the necessity of focus and shade.

One morning she woke me by stroking my temples, my eyes. Hieu was still in his bed across from
mine. We snuck out. It was too early and Má and
I were on our way out.
Early spring. Pale, pink sun.
The supermarket had just opened for the
day and the regulars were already in position at
the gambling machines. Má asked to speak to
the manager. We were given the supervisor. She
asked if Má knew Finnish.
We went to the meatpacking plant. The shift
manager asked if Má was strong.
We went to the city center. Má wanted to try
the flower shop even though she knew nothing
about flowers. We stopped at the first traffic
light, just a stone’s throw from downtown. A
glimpse of the school building, yellow stucco,
around the corner. We were about to cross the
street when she remembered. School was starting. She looked at her wrist watch.
Goodbye, my pearl.
That’s what she said.
I set off in the direction of the children in
the yard—it was the town’s most magnificent
school—as Má turned around, homewards.
The next morning she woke me at the same
early hour and we went straight to the flower
shop. A humid place, the windows all fogged up.
We were received by an elderly lady who was
more than happy to call the boss. Since we were

Shade and Breeze is Quynh Tran’s evocative
and poignant debut novel – a story about love,
obsession and the meaning of family.

The three of them form a solitary world in
the small Ostrobothnian town. Má and Hieu,

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample (mid-September)
Rights sold to: Förlaget, Finland (Swedish) • Teos, Finland (Finnish) • Oktober, Norway
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Original title: Skugga och svalka | Publication: September 2021 | Pages: 259
Senior editor: Lisa Lindberg/Elise Karlsson | Primary agent: Sofia Odsberg
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to. And it is unclear what part her husband, the
pompous Serner, actually plays.

pit, full of dissolving boundaries, mirroring
and ambiguous desire, life that imitates fiction
and fiction that imitates life. Everything moves
towards an opening night and a boiling point,
when things mercilessly start to shift in the
wrong direction. Just like last time.

This time the company is doing A Midsummer
Night’s Dream and Hélène becomes immersed
in the production despite her reservations. Yet
again she is seduced by this unsettling infernal

Trash

From the sample translation

Elise Karlsson (b. 1981) is an author,
editor and literary critic. She made
her debut in 2007, and has been
nominated for several prestigious
prizes, inclusing Borås Tidning's
Debutant Prize for Run (2007), and
Swedish Radio's Novel Prize for The
Line (2016).
Her latest novel, The Border, was
published in 2018.

Trash
Smuts

Elise Karlsson
Hélène has just left a long-term relationship
behind her when she receives a job offer that
involves a world which she turned her back on
many years ago and which brings unpleasant
memories to the surface. Still she feels a certain
curiosity, regarding her own past and regarding
questions that have been left unanswered for
way too long.

Serner and Mikaela rule the Underworld –
a small, exclusive theatre company where a
privileged cultural elite are free to explore and
push the boundaries for what is acceptable.
At the same time, a strict hierarchy maintains
and controls the social interactions. Playwright
Mikaela is rarely present, but it is her texts that
they perform, her words that they give voice

continues >>

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample (mid-September)
Option publishers: Pauza, Poland
15

It’s a play much like any play this town. The way
they’re written in this town. The shows themselves have always looked the same. The people
who attend them are the same, and so are the
cheap wines and beers served during the intermission, even if the labels have changed. The
shows have always been a bit too long; we shift,
slightly, so that our backs won’t suffer for it. The
tenderness of our backs is new and increasing.
Then it dominates us. It’s stretching work, bending towards the words. Growing downwards.
And despite the words from the stage sort
of coming towards me, with me unable to hold
onto them, another kind of tenderness overwhelms me. Perhaps it grows out of my back.
I used to be another person in this room and I
can’t quite tell when that moment passed. Not
when I began recognizing more people than I
had to guess at, when they started greeting me,
welcoming me, pulling me close. But when I
began to be able to read them, their texts, in
their faces. That which was written and written
out of the text.
Sometimes I’ve been behind the stage, sometimes in front of it. Never on it. In those first
performances, which I’ll always consider my first
performances, they were the young and promising ones. Then I was. There are others, now. For
someone, this is their very first show. This chain
of neuroses being passed on within specific
families. I don’t know how to break it.
Mikaela made this place magical, but she isn’t
here. Just like it used to be. The others are here
instead, her deputies. Our closeness to them
became a closeness to her.
I see Laura disappearing behind the stage.
A smaller party, with a more carefully selected
crowd, is probably happening backstage. It doesn’t bother me. Now that she’s contacted me, I

know I’m on my way back in again. I don’t long
for it, exactly, but I’m curious. Will I also return
to myself, to the person I used to be? The years
falling off me like a stage costume.
Roz and I lose track of one another, she is
talking to a somewhat famous actor and I don’t
want to bother them. I am poured more crémant
and approach Alice and Witold; I haven’t seen
them in years. We don’t move in the same circles
anymore. They are excitable and friendly, tell
me about their most recent plays and are glad to
hear that I’ve accepted the job.
Finally, I’m in the corner I didn’t want to end up
in, but knew I’d be drawn into. Charlie embraces
me cautiously, carefully. “Does this mean you’re
back? That makes me so fucking happy.” I talk
to him for the rest of the evening. It feels like
hours, but only afterwards. During the conversation, everything is always one single moment.
It doesn’t stretch out; it doesn’t stand still. Can
I live in it? I want to, even as I let my eyes sweep
across the room, searching for someone to break
it apart, drag me out of it. Because this moment
is the opposite of everything else. That doesn’t
mean I want it. I have to choose something else,
again and again, to keep what I have outside of
this cellar. But right now, I don’t what that is.
Briefly, Laura’s gaze snags in mine, but she
lets it wander away from the minor issue in the
corner. Charlie and I. It’s a gaze that’s always
known what’s worth taking in and what’s better
leaving in dark.
I am in the ocean, I see the beauty of the ocean,
my breaths are salty, the sounds above the surface are drawn out, an outstretched, vibrating
tone. And I’m pulled towards the surface, but
my body won’t help me.

Original title: Smuts | Publication: September 2021 | Pages: 253
Senior editor: Nina Eidem, Natur & Kultur | Primary agent: Catherine Mörk
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One of Sweden’s most conspicuous contemporary writers, Daniel Sjölin, returns with a deliciously satirical novella about the Swedish cultural
scene and our modern gender roles, published as

an exclusive serial by Sweden’s largest evening
paper, Expressen. Next year, Norstedts is proud
to publish a long-awaited new novel under his
own name.

The Conqueror
Sample translation
!
Novella
Daniel Sjölin (b. 1977) made his debut
in 2002 with The Worry, Brother and
was awarded the prestigious Borås
Debutant Prize. In 2004, Personal
Pronouns was published, followed
by The Worls's Last Novel in 2007,
which was shortlisted for the August
Prize. Since then, Sjölin has written
adventure novels together with
Jerker Virdborg (pen name: Michael
Mortimer) and children’s fiction, while
working as a television host, a literary
critic and columnist for, among
others, Swedish Television, Svenska
Dagbladet and Expressen.

The Conqueror
Erövraren

Daniel Sjölin
eror. But it is easier said than done. Can he, a
popular television host, even approach the fair
sex without people crying out me too? Johannes
has only ever been intimate with Heroica, suffers from a deep-rooted self-loath and struggles
with fully being the asshole he’s set out to
become. Perhaps the solution can be found
among the young freelancers at work, or while
schmoozing at the Gothenburg Book Fair…

The cultural man is dead! Long live the cultural man!
Johannes Lindqvist’s marriage is long past the
verge of breakdown, but his wife Heroica – his
self-exclaimed superior in all aspects of their
life – refuses divorce. The only thing Johannes
can come up with to end the relationship, is to
venture outside of it – sexually – and embrace
the role of the entitled ‘cultural man’, a conqu-

continues >>

Available material: Swedish MS

But it all went slightly haywire, the feminists
showed up.
It was after the throng at Park Hotel, which
was preceded by an indie party and a few
publishing cocktails. I turned stone-cold sober
as they pounced on me. I was in some suite I
didn’t even know whose it was, as long as it
didn’t belong to the Academy or the National Resistance League it was probably ok with
Swedish Television’s policies. It was Clothilde
Martinkari, flanked by Johanna Hallenström. I
had no love lost for Martinkari after she’d called
up my kids on their mobile phones during Me
Too. I had quickly realised that she had secretly
recorded the conversation she had with me. She
had suspected that I was covering up for a male
colleague in some diffuse matter not remotely
connected to her. The nastiest thing was how
she mentioned my kids in every other sentence, as if it would be a shame if their father was
de-platformed by her hundreds of thousands
of followers. Well, she evidently underestimated how refined my misogyny is, and that I had
been freelancing many years before they hired
me. I would obviously never cover up for a male
colleague. Those you always have to be ready to
quash since they are the real competition – with
their merits. Well, as long as they don’t have any
identity-political credibility, of course. In any
case, you can’t sleep with them.
But this time I wasn’t as innocent.
“People are talking about you,” said Clothilde Marinkari. Johanna Hallenström stood next
to her and gave the gaze-of-encouragement. I
tried a few A-ha’s and Okay’s. It didn’t work.
“But it can’t be true, can it? You do know about
the fundamental patriarchal power structures?
Especially those between permanent employees
and the non-established? At least that is what I
expected from your attitude during Me Too.”
My A-ha’s and Okay’s died like sluggish fruit

flies. They would not let go of me and instead
doubled in numbers, one of them a tall man
with resilient, close-set eyes, probably with a
Masters in Gender Studies.
“How about it, Johannes? Is there a cultural
man underneath that blazer after all?” he said
with an insidious calm and a smug voice everyone adhered to. “Or what would you say?”
“Cultural man, cultural child, cultural profile,” I tried. “Hasn’t the prefix in itself become a
liability?”
“It’s a shame that a few should be allowed to
destroy things for everyone else,” he said.
“What does that even mean?”
“Perhaps playing stupid when you’re being
confronted?” Clothilde said. “Are you implying
that you don’t even know what a cultural man
is?”
“Well, what is it, really?” I said.
“No clue, huh?” She grinned.
“Easily-offended grandiose ego?” I said.
“Emotionally mutilated narcissist?” I was hoping
that she couldn’t see into my brain, because
there Katja was standing naked in the costume
department at the children’s channel. “Bipolar
partly autistic spoilt white trash? Poor attachment patterns, with performance issues dating
back to childhood?” I wanted them to tell Katja
that she shouldn’t feel scorned, that there is
nothing wrong with her, and please, Katja, anger
is really not a primary emotion, but shrewdly
enough, Clothilde hadn’t mentioned her name.
“An excessively sensitive overgrown child,” I
continued. “Who eats shellfish plateau and only
comes home to poop?”
Now, Clothilde looked at me differently, as
if she wanted to haul out her recording equipment. “I would rather think it was someone
who uses their position and status to sleep with
people,” she said.
“Don’t everyone?” I wondered.

Original title: Erövraren | Publication: June 2021 | Pages: 52
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Yangon's many Buddhist monasteries. She needs
to learn to let go and ‘let it pass’.

In the Shadow of the Monk is set during the
years when the iconic Aung San Suu Kyi took
power following the country’s first free elections. Optimism is sweeping the country. But
the rapid IT revolution which is connecting a
new generation with the outside world, is also
steering the country in a dark direction that
nobody had anticipated.

But once she arrives at the monastery, Katja
finds herself in the middle of the secret movement that threatens the country's fragile
democratic awakening. She also finds herself as
the guardian of a young nun. Instead of letting
go, Katja has to engage and take a stand.

Helena Thorfinn writes about events she knows
well and draws on personal experience from
living in the country. Through her vibrant prose
she brings to life places and characters behind
the international headlines.

At the same time, in another part of the country,
the little nun’s mother is looking for the father
of her child. He has disappeared without trace,
as the new power of social media in the hand of
ultranationalists unleash a tide of hate speech
against his ethnic group.

Helena Thorfinn worked for many
years as a journalist for both press
and TV before making a career in
international development. She has
lived and worked in Bangladesh
where her first two bestselling novels
are set, and has also lived and worked
in Myanmar and Washington DC.
Her latest novel is set in Myanmar
where she lived from 2014 to 2018 and
she is now based in Lund in southern
Sweden.
She is currently working on a novel set
in a trailerpark in Idaho.

In the Shadow of the Monk
I munkens skugga

Helena Thorfinn
Katja has been pushed out from her dull local
government job and is desperate for a change
of scene. The only option that feels remotely
tempting is travelling to Myanmar, where her
nephew Simon works as an intern at Unicef in
the former capital Yangon. He is giving vivid
descriptions of an enigmatic country in SouthEast Asia that is just opening up, and she books
a ticket.

Once she has settled into a bungalow in Yangon, she witnesses how the country is gradually
going through liberation after six decades of
brutal military rule. Big tech meets tradition.
Monks get their first mobile phones and learn
to post on Facebook.
Still brooding on the past, Katja decides to
attend a silent meditation retreat in one of

continues >>
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In the Shadow of the Monk
From the sample translation
Even as they stood outside, it was clear that Lena
had misjudged, and Pia looked worried. From
the door hung balloons and streamers, but inside
the apartment it was quiet. When Lena opened,
she was on her phone, nodding invitingly. She
hung up and was suddenly in a haste to explain.
“So… now Lotta and Janna won’t be coming.
Apparently, Janna’s daughter has the flu and
Lotta forgot she has an aerobics class.”
She led them into the kitchen and kept
talking.
“I knew Lasse had somewhere else to be, so
he was here for a bit and already left. But he says
hi! And we’ll see, the others appear to be running late. Have yourselves a glass of bubbly!”
She held up two glasses from a tray to Katja
and Pia. The kitchen table was set for a dozen
people. Sitting by one end was Klara, the intern
at the communications department, speaking to
one of the municipality’s new hires, an accountant. Other than that, the table was empty.
“Welcome! So, we’ve probably not met before – I’m Anton,” the accountant started and held
out his hand. “You’re the one we’re celebrating,
I’m told.”
The doorbell rang and Lena went to open.
“Here comes the others!”
Soon, she returned with Sven, the archivist,
who held out a bottle of wine. Katja took it and
gave Sven a kiss on the cheek, before sitting
down next to her sister by the table.

“Oh, and here’s a text message from Göran,
too,” Lena announced, scrolling on her phone.
“He’s been held up at the last minute. And I
told you Anne-Sofie can’t make it, didn’t I?
Anyway… I think we’ll just have to dig in, don’t
you think? The fish soup is ready and there’s
bread in the oven. Please, help yourselves!”
Katja felt her sister’s hand on her thigh,
unsure whether it was a gesture of comfort or
restraint. The rest of her old colleagues wouldn’t
be showing up to her goodbye party. That much
was clear.
“What awful weather we’re having,” Lena
blabbered on. “On a night like this, all you want
to do is stay home. And soon you’ll be leaving
for Asia, Katja! What a dream!”
Katja could feel something deep down inside
her kick into gear. Like a castaway sighting a
chunk of wood, she threw herself into the conversation with full force. She switched on her
“sparkle” and started chirping.
“Yes, what a dream, right? I can’t believe it’s
true – a year’s salary in the bank and soon I’ll be
on a plane to Bangkok! Lucky me!” She smiled
and reached across the table. “I’ll take the opportunity for some bread. In Asia it’ll be mostly
rice, I imagine.”
“So the plan is to stay in Bangkok?” The
young accountant helped himself to some fish
soup. /.../

Original title: I munkens skugga | Publication: October 2021 | Pages: 430
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Then she receives a phone call. Her father has
passed away. He has been found dead on the
floor of his house in Moliden, six hundred
kilometres away. Shortly thereafter she learns
her fate: aggressive breast cancer, three tumours
– one big and two smaller ones. A new life takes
shape, one that concerns loss, mourning, the
fragility of the own body and the fear of dying
and leaving the children behind.

Kristina Sandberg’s auto-fictive portrayal of
this period is a powerful, deeply affecting and
psychologically penetrating text. It also looks
back on a 1970s childhood and the memories
lost when she and her sister are forced to sell the
house that was also their father’s family home.
But above all, this is a story of how the cancer
puts her in a very lonely place, one where other
people’s responses and silences are pivotal, one
where the words can’t seem to get across.

A Lonely Place
Press voices
Kristina Sandberg (b. 1971) is a
psychologist and author. In 2010,
Norstedts published Giving Birth, the
first instalment in Sandberg’s trilogy
about housewife Maj. It was followed
by Care for One's Own in 2012, and
finally Life at Any Cost in 2014 – for
which she was awarded the finest
national literary award: The August
Prize for Best Fiction.
The Maj Trilogy has sold more than
455 000 copies in Sweden.

A Lonely Place
En ensam plats

Kristina Sandberg
Spring 2016. Since receiving the August Prize
for Life at Any Cost two years previously,
Kristina Sandberg’s life has mainly involved
travelling near and far to talk about housewife
Maj. She is one of the country’s most popular
authors and she knows that she has to take advantage of this time and this opportunity, even
though she is beginning to feel exhausted and
worn-down. And then there is that pain: an

ache that spreads from her breast into her arm,
making her hand go numb. But she postpones
the mammography appointment as there is so
much else on her agenda: texts to be written, a
family holiday in Cornwall and the prestigious
invitation to the Ingmar Bergman week. She is
finding herself in a state of burnout frenzy, but
at the same time she knows that she will soon
be able to take some time off.

“The corporeal aspects of the illness and the treatment itself are things that become more firmly illuminated to me in this text, than in other
similar portrayals. The suffering is so graphic,
involving the smallest toenail /…/ The almost
obsessive need to document everything, without
filter, is as present here as in Kristina Sandberg’s
fictional texts, but here the stakes are even
higher because the life she depicts, is her very
own. But it is also that relentlessness that adds
intensity to the reading, the sensation that what
I am reading is genuinely important. In the most
intimate and confessional one can also find the
most urgent and universal.” Borås Tidning

“To read A Lonely Place is like finding yourself
in an old, ramshackle house where the storm
blows straight through; you read ferociously to
escape from there. Sandberg tells us how her
rib cage turns blue from a radiocontrast agent.
She writes about losing her sexuality when the
Tamoxifen ejects the oestrogen. She portrays
the more solemn tragedy that takes place in the
background, when her father passes away /…/ It
is a completely merciless text. The fact is that
I have not felt this grief-stricken by a novel for
several years /…/ I am also fascinated with Sandberg’s way of narrating, by simply listing events.
Because that is how life is conceived during
intense periods. It flows through us like the ebb
and flow of the tide.” ETC

“This is a story that I already know I will
carry with me for the rest of my life. It is so
full of vivid scenes, ambiguous emotions and
thought-provoking reflections, all of it rendered
with an incredible acuteness and poignancy /…/
This is an endlessly rich book that covers so
many aspects of life. A Lonely Place concerns a
cancer diagnosis, but also everything else that
is disappearing: not least time. But it is just
as much, and that is important, a book about
experiences, insights and also new people that
are added to her life. And yes, the illness is a
lonely and desolate place. But Kristina Sandberg
has such a formidable ability to interpret, which
makes that place a little easier to understand.
With this portrayal she has paved way and
brightened the path for all of us who eventually,
sooner or later, will find ourselves there.”
Dagens Nyheter

“Sandberg’s text is not least a struggle to
reclaim the words that the disease has deprived
her of, the passion for words, the linguistic flair.
She is successful in her mission. Death’s waiting
room can certainly be a lonely place, but literature is not. A really good book always has room
for many, and that is true for Kristina Sandberg’s
A Lonely Place.” Svenska Dagbladet
“The denudated text grabs hold of me from
the start and never lets go, which is very skilfully done. Sandberg continually writes in the
present tense and this way she creates a sense
of urgency, and also intimacy /… / She is sharp,
remorseless, humoristic and very intense as she
describes the disease as a very lonely place to be
and something that cannot be changed or cured
by words.” Skånska Dagbladet

continues >>
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UP-COMING • CRIME FICTION

Called out to write a feature about the newly
refurbished art studio at her old high school for
the local newspaper, she walks in on a horrendous crime scene, possibly only moments after
the perpetrator left. A man and a woman, both
school employees, have been tied to chairs and
viciously slain, and another man is lying in a
pool of blood on the floor. There is also a bag,
filled with cash. Before calling the police, Jennifer takes pictures, then hides the bag underneath a blanket in her car.

random murders, which appear unconnected to
one another, alerts Jennifer’s inner sleuth and
with the support from her former editor at the
big evening paper where she used to work, she
starts her own inquiry. It gives her an opportunity to make some much needed money and
also provides a distraction from her personal
woes, including the stolen bag. Jennifer is set
on reclaiming the life she knew, as well as her
daughter’s trust, she just has to figure out how.
The Only One Who Knows is the first part in a
series following Jennifer Sundin – an underdog
you will want to root for.

Shortly thereafter, another puzzling murder takes place in a quiet residential area nearby. The

Jeanette Bergenstav is an author
and journalist based in Gothenburg.
She has previously worked as a
crime reporter, something which has
inspired her series about Jennifer
Sundin.
The Only One Who Knows is her first
book for adults.

The Only One Who Knows
Syndoffer (Jennifer Sundin #1)

Jeanette Bergenstav

Freelance journalist and former crime reporter
Jennifer Sundin has had a rough decade. In
constant pain since her last pregnancy, she’s
had to give up on her writing career almost
completely. Following an operation, she finds
herself reliant on crutches as well as painkillers. And to make matters even worse, her
husband has fallen in love with another woman

and forced Jennifer out of her own home.
Together with her son, Jennifer has moved into
her father’s old houseboat, but her daughter
has decided to stay with her dad and refuses to
see her. She feels like she has lost her direction
in life and if it wasn’t for her son and her reliable four-legged companion Goblin, she would
probably admit defeat.

The Only One Who Knows
From the Swedish manuscript
Kryckan klickade mot skolgårdens blanka asfalt.
Klick. Klick. Klack. Jennifer hatade det ljudet.
Hon hatade allt som påminde om hennes trasiga
kropp.
Hon stannade upp och såg sig omkring.
Försökte dra sig till minnes var bildsalen låg.
Allt såg så annorlunda ut. Skolgården verkade
så mycket mindre än när hon gick här. Den
färgglada klätterställningen med nät, lianer och
klättervägg mitt på gården såg splitter ny ut.
Basketkorgen hängde deppigt på trekvart och
Jennifer gissade att någon spänstig elev vunnit
ett vad, eller åtminstone klättrat ett par hack i
rangordningen, genom att hoppa upp och hänga
sig fast i den.
Olustkänslan grep tag i henne när hon mindes sina egna bildlektioner. Hur hon brukade
stänga in sig på toan för att få tiden att gå och
slippa måla mer på den där alldeles för blöta akvarellen eller taffliga blyertsskissen. Oavsett teknik brukade hennes alster sluta på en femårings
nivå. Hon hade alltid försökt hålla avstånd till
bildläraren Harry Ljungblad, eller Dirty Harry,
som eleverna kallade honom när han inte hörde.
Han var typen som ställde sig en aning för nära
när han skulle visa hur någon av tjejerna kunde
förbättra sin teckning.
Och snart skulle hon intervjua honom. Det
var ofattbart att han blivit kvar i alla dessa år.
Att skolans ledning inte hade passat på att städa

ut honom med resten av de sunkiga inventarierna.
Det lyste i några fönster på övervåningen i
den bortre huslängan. Det stämde på ett ungefär med hennes minnesbild av var bildsalen låg.
Hon drog upp den tunga porten och såg sig om
när hon kommit in. Inte en människa i sikte
någonstans. Hon tog sig sakta uppför trappan
till andra våningen. Dörren till bildsalen var
stängd och hon knackade på. När ingen öppnade
tryckte hon ner handtaget.
En stark lukt slog emot henne och Jennifer
kom att tänka på nygriljerad skinka. Hade hon
råkat gå till hemkunskapssalen? Ett tiotal stafflin och väggfasta hyllor med paletter, färgtuber
och pappersrullar vittnade om att hon hittat
rätt. Lukten blev starkare när hon gick in i salen
och framkallade en kväljning. En minnesbild
dök upp från ingenstans. Hon hade varit sommarvikarie på en lokaltidning i Småland och
skickats ut för att rapportera från en eldhärjad
ladugård. Ett hundratal grisar hade brunnit inne.
Det hade luktat så här. Jennifer rös när hon
mindes de rykande kropparna och det öronbedövande sista skriet från en sugga.
Här i bildsalen var det dock knäpptyst. Tyst
som i graven. Jennifer undrade var rektorn och
bildläraren höll hus. Varför fanns ingen här och
mötte henne? Insikten att något inte stod rätt
till grep tag i henne och hon såg sig vaksamt
omkring.

continues >>
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father is her current partner or her ex-husband.
Claes Trygg is a disgruntled widower who after
many tough years alone has found new hope for
the future.

tion team at Vellinge Police Department. Linda
Ståhl’s crime debut is a solid page-turner with
an intricate plot, a dynamic character gallery
and psychological depth.

The Sinner Shall Awaken is the first book in a
series about Reub Thelander and the investiga-

Crimetime
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The Sinner Shall Awaken

Debutant Award

The Sinner
Shall Awaken

Shortlisted

Syndaren ska vakna

Linda Ståhl

Ståhl’s main character Reub Thelander is a norm-breaking (non-binary) Detective Chief Inspector with
a lot of emotional baggage, reluctant to let anyone close. Estrid Berg is heavily pregnant, but unsure if the

continues >>
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“This is a readable and well-written crime novel
that really pulls me in after only a few pages /…/
Yvonne, the wife of successful estate agent Harald Tengbom, is reported missing. I expect her
to be found murdered a few pages later and that
the read will involve a manhunt. But instead,
I realise the plot is more thrilling than that. It
turns out that Yvonne is not the wife Harald had
believed and she appears to have lived a secret
life. Neither her daughter, her husband nor her
friends seemed to have known the true Yvonne. Nonetheless, she needs to be found and it is
really intriguing to lay the pieces of the puzzle.
Those who bring this book to the beach this
summer won’t even notice if the sun is covered
by clouds.” Blekinge Läns Tidning

until they are completely exposed, the ‘good’
guys as well as the ‘bad’.” Norra Skåne
“Skåne has obviously become a good location
for crime fiction, because in Linda Ståhl’s debut
The Sinner Shall Awaken, Höllviken and the
surrounding area is at the centre of events. /.../
Reub Thelander, the new detective chief inspector at the small police precinct in Vellinge,
is tasked with the investigation and here Linda
Ståhl launches something surprising. Reub
identifies as non-binary, neither a he nor a she,
so to speak. It is a little alarming to me who is
old and sceptical towards everything new and
primarily towards idea-driven detective novels:
will The Sinner Shall Awaken be characterised
by gender identity politics and lose sight of the
crime plot itself? After a few chapters, I notice
to my surprise that Reub is just Reub, a competent detective. And I actually don’t give a toss
about the gender definition, much like Reub’s
colleagues once they are past the initial confusion. And that is something new in itself: that
a non-binary leading character in a crime novel
is not included purely because of their gender
identity, which quickly becomes irrelevant.
Instead, Linda Ståhl allows the thrilling plot to
quickly develop and more details complicate the
image of the affluent couple. At the same time a
parallel story unfolds, introducing Alex Carsén,
a successful but extremely secretive author in
Stockholm.” Sydsvenskan

“Ståhl masterfully inserts clues and red herrings
into her narrative, which places Höllviken on
the crime map. The book is the first part in a
series located here and one may suspect that
Reub will be more than just a temporary visitor.
They have also become fond of someone with
kind eyes and an attractive mop of hair. This is a
character gallery and a place that you will want
to revisit.” Göteborgs-Posten

A 60-year-old housewife disappears without a trace
and in broad daylight from her home in the prosperous coastal town Höllviken. Yvonne Tengbom is
married to one of the area’s most renowned real estate
agents and her husband Harald is overwhelmed with
worry. Detective Chief Inspector Reub Thelander is
new at work, and together with colleagues Estrid Berg
and Claes Trygg, begins investigating the case. The
team soon discover that Yvonne Tengbom did not
lead the perfect life everyone around her had pictured.
Meanwhile, bestselling writer Alex Carsén is in Stockholm when she reads about the missing person case.
There is something about it that catches her attention, and she is unable to let it go.

Press voices

Linda Ståhl works as communi–
cations strategist at a real estate
company. She grew up in Höllviken
in southern Sweden, also the setting
for her debut novel, but has lived in
Stockholm for the past twenty years.
The Sinner Shall Awaken went straight
to the bestseller list at Storytel and
has sold more than 20 000 copies to
date (incl. audio streaming).

“Linda Ståhl’s debut novel, The Sinner Shall
Awaken, could not be more timely. Domestic
violence and the murders of several women have
finally received attention from the media and
the politicians /… / She also includes another
group that have been a target of harassment and
discrimination by using a non-binary character
in her plot /… / Besides the ground-breaking
addition of a non-binary person to the character
gallery, Ståhl is also really good at building tension and presenting surprise after surprise. She
slowly unveils her characters one layer at a time,

“An intricate and comprehensive web that shows
plenty of promise for the series about non-binary DCI Reub Thelander. There is no sensational
gore to be found, instead there is a strong political driving force.” M-Magasin
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Redovisningsavdelningen
Marviken

570 000+
copies sold!

Lars Wilderäng
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MILITARY TECHNO
NEW
/ THRILLER
• GENRE

Wilderäng

Thor works at the most secret department of the
Swedish security services, doing so called ‘wet works’.
His missions are completely illegal and must never
reach public knowledge. By relying on information
from a top secret source who almost magically always
seem to have just the right information, they are able
to avert planned terrorist attacks time and time again.
When Thor tries to investigate the source, it leads him
to an even more secret organisation: Marviken Accounting Department. An organisation whose work
prove to be something far beyond his wildest expectations. Soon he finds himself tangled up in a conspiracy so immense that it has altered the very foundations Sweden is built upon. But Sweden has many
old grudges and enemies, who will stop at nothing to
reach their objectives.

Drone Heart
Drönarhjärta

Lars Wilderäng
2016. The identity of every Swedish Secret service
agent has accidentally been revealed, and for the first
time in decades the nation stands without eyes and
ears on the ground. When an unexpected discovery
is made on Gotland, Hanna Hjerta from the Special
Forces Command is sent to the site to partake in the
investigation. Intelligence services from across the
world turn their attention towards Gotland, at the
same time as the international situation becomes increasingly tense. The mission proves to be more excessive than Hjerta had anticipated, and she is drawn into
a major political conflict with devasting consequences
at risk. A plan with greater stakes is taking shape, but
will it succeed before it is all too late?
Drone Heart is an action-packed spy thriller by Lars
Wilderäng, the first in a new series setting off with an
event uncomfortably close to reality.

Marviken Accounting Department takes the reader
from the fields of Poltava, through the savage battles
of WWII and the secrets of the cold war, to a contrafactive Sweden where everything is at stake.

Marviken Accounting Department
Press/blog voices
Lars Wilderäng (b. 1970) is a full-time
author. His great interest in politics
and societal issues shines through in
his successful books ranging between
the genres of sci-fic, speculative
thrillers and military techno.
Wilderäng’s books have together sold
more than 570 000 copies in Sweden
to date, and recently the film/tv and
gaming rights were optioned to nine
of his previously published novels.
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A mix of spy novel,
action thriller and
science fiction with
historical elements

“In his fabulous suspense novel Marviken
Accounting Department /…/ Wilderäng cooks
up a sharp, interchanging spy plot containing
some of the genre’s most classic ingredients –
surprising turns, intricate false paths, thrilling
cliff-hangers, as well as several action scenes of a
cinematic standard” Bibliotekstjänst (4/5)

and thought-provoking. /.../ He is very skilled at
building suspense.” DAST Magazine
“Surprising, uncompromising and rewarding /…/
I can only conclude that the author has knocked
together a rather brilliant story. It is inspiring
that someone has the guts to aim so high and
pull it off to boot.” Deckarlogg (book blog)

“I promise, this imaginative, distinctive and
intriguing title will explain itself in the book.
It is not as strange as it sounds /… /In this book
the author’s imagination has been allowed to
run wild. The scenario with time travel is nifty

“The time has come for Sweden’s Tom Clancy
– Lars Wilderäng – to release a new thriller. /…/
an impressive 4 out of 5!” Litteraturmagasinet
(book blog)

Available material: Swedish manuscript | Option publishers: Hoi, Denmark • Jalava, Finland
Original title: XXX | Publication: XXX | Pages: XXX
Original title: Redovisningsavdelning Marviken | Publication: May 2020 | Pages: 437
Senior editor: XXX
Senior editor: Jennifer Lindström | Primary agent: Catherine Mörk
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UP-COMING • FEELGOOD

Her debut novel, Halleholm: Lovisa’s
Choice – the first in the series set in
the fictive coastal town Halleholm –
has sold more than
11 000 copies so far.

Ruth Kvarnström-Jones
Lovisa Lindegren was living her dream in London
until she lost her job and her self-serving fiancé in the
same week. Down on her uppers, Lovisa returns to
her native Sweden and the idyllic little coastal town
Halleholm, where she has inherited her grandparents’
bakery and café on the square. Well, in fact she has inherited the whole 18th century building. Not only was
this where Grandpa Johan baked and sold his famous
cinnamon buns, the house was also home to Grandma
Amelia’s dressmaker’s atelier where she once created
magnificent couture for Stockholm high society.

With industrialist Reuben Halleholm doing everything
within his corrupt power to make Lovisa sell him the
building, she must consider her limited options. Does
she dare to open The Bakery anew? Does she have
what it takes to carry on the family tradition?

Ruth Kvarnström-Jones

Autumn has arrived in Halleholm, the picturesque
little coastal town in Stockholm’s archipelago. Lovisa
Lindegren has never been happier: she’s planning a
Christmas surprise at the town’s best bakery and life
with Axel is as sweet as her cinnamon buns.

A tale of a feuding
family set in a
picturesque town
in the Stockholm
archipelago

And when Reuben’s younger brother Axel returns to
town and stirs unexpected emotions in Lovisa, she
faces an even more difficult choice: does she want to
pursue real happiness with a Halleholm or remain
loyal to her beloved Grandma Amelia?

But memories of her sister Cecilia’s cancer treatment
and death still haunt Lovisa, and when Axel’s mother
Désirée falls ill, serious problems arise between horror-stricken Lovisa and pragmatic oncologist Axel.
As Christmas draws near and the Halleholm rooftops
become sprinkled with soft snow, hard questions need
answers. What is Lovisa’s best friend Rebecca hiding?
Will Halleholm’s popular pensioner Algot be reunited
with his family in Australia? And can Lovisa finally
put Cecilia’s death behind her and move forward with
Axel?

Halleholm:
Lovisa’s Choice

But the will contains a catch. Should Lovisa decide to
sell the property before she turns thirty, she must sell
it back to the Halleholm branch of the family. And
following a tragic incident decades earlier, Lovisa has
also inherited the deep and bitter feud between the
Lindegrens and the mighty Halleholms.

Christmas Chaos in
Halleholm

FEELGOOD

Ruth Kvarnström-Jones (b. 1962) was
born and raised in the UK, but has
lived in Stockholm for the past thirty
years. While working as a copywriter,
Kvarnström-Jones was selected as
one of fifteen students from around
the world by Curtis Brown Creative for
their renowned Novel Writing Course.

Old traditions and
quarrels encounter
new relationships
and intrigues

Halleholm: Lovisa’s Choice is a modern Romeo and
Juliet saga; the tale of a feuding family set in a picturesque town in the Stockholm archipelago, from the
1920s until present day. It’s a tale of love, loyalty – and
luscious sweet cinnamon buns.

Christmas Chaos in Halleholm is the second book in
Ruth Kvarnström-Jones’ cosy family saga, where old
traditions and quarrels encounter new relationships
and intrigues — all served with Christmassy cupcakes
and homemade hot chocolate!

Available material: English manuscript | Rights sold to: Grada, Czech Republic • Grada, Slovakia
Original title: Julstök i Halleholm | Publication: October 2021 | Pages: 372
Senior editor: Christoffer Holst | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
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Available material: English manuscript | Rights sold to: Grada, Czech Republic • Grada, Slovakia
Original title: Halleholm: Lovisas val | Publication: September 2020 | Pages: 390
Senior editor: Pia Printz | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
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UP-COMING • FEELGOOD

Asking on Behalf of a Friend is her
third novel. Molin has previously
published Miss Rennel Learns a
Lesson and An Unwanted Christmas
Present. Together they have sold more
than 40 000 copies to date.

FEELGOOD

Sara Molin (born 1983) lives in
a suburb of Stockholm with her
husband and three children. She
teaches secondary school Swedish
as well as Swedish for beginners
and spends most of her free time
devouring commercial fiction.

Miss Rennel Learns
a Lesson (2019)
Sara Molin

Clara Rennel has had her mission mapped out for a
very long time: as a teacher she will dedicate her life to
propagating her love for books to future generations.
Supported by her literary heroines she is prepared to
achieve great deeds in the name of reading. When her
teenage crush Jonathan re-enters her life, miraculously single, it feels like things could hardly get any better. Her sister Paulina, however, voices her concerns
regarding his intentions. But what does she know?
Just because, to everyone’s surprise, she has managed
to date a guy for more than a couple of weeks? A guy
who, in addition, seems way too clever for her.

»A cosy read,
about family ties
and romantic love«
Aftonbladet Söndag

Asking on Behalf of
a Friend

An Unwanted
Christmas Present
(2020)

Frågar åt en vän

Sara Molin

Sara Molin

Lydia Dunge leads a hectic lifestyle. She heads a department at institution Vinterbo and is tasked with
planning both a wedding and a funeral. With a senile
grandfather, a mother who seems to be more disgruntled than mournful, and four obstinate siblings, Lydia
is doing her utmost to make sure her grandmother is
brought to her final resting place in the most dignified way. Her fiancé Douglas who has always been
provoked by her motley, slightly chaotic family, feels
neglected.
When Lydia accidentally sends a message intended for
Douglas, to Ninos, a complete stranger, it sparks an
intense conversation that becomes Lydia’s companion
during a tumultuous period. Secrets are revealed, people change and as All Saint’s Day and the date of the
funeral arrives, things are not the same anymore.

Nurse Diana Jonsson is not looking forward to leaving
Tanzania to spend two months in Sweden. She definitely does not want to celebrate a traditional Christmas
with all the expectations it entails. But she is unable
to say no when her mother begs her to come home
and the temporary position at the ER will grant her an
opportunity to make some much needed cash. But in
Sweden, nothing turns out the way she planned.

A warm and lighthearted read about
ordinary people

Available material: Swedish MS | Option publishers: Palatium, Denmark • Diana, Germany
Original title: Frågar åt en vän | Publication: October 2021 | Pages: 304
Senior editor: Jennifer Lindström | Primary agent: Catherine Mörk
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Her only wish was a simple, hassle-free Christmas with
her mother, but sometimes you get more than you ask
for. Much more.

»Entertaining, downto-earth and with a
thoughtworthy subtext«
Amelia Magazine (rated 5/5)

Available material: Swedish MS & English samples | Rights sold to/Option publishers: Palatium, Denmark •
Diana, Germany | Original title: Som en öppen bok (2019) & En oönskad julklapp (2020) | Pages: 329 / 315
Senior editor: Jennifer Lindström | Primary agent: Catherine Mörk
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NEW • FEELGOOD

In 2020, Sweet Home Dalarna was
published and has sold more than
15 500 copies to date. A House in the
Country is her second novel at Printz
Publishing.

A House in the
Country

Jessika Devert is a writer and
freelance journalist, based in
Gothenburg. She has previously
written audio originals and she has
also been a ghost writer on several
projects.
The Diary I Never Wrote has sold more
than 17 000 copies to date, and will be
followed by its sequel The Diary I Did
Write already in 2022.

The Diary I Never
Wrote

Karin Janson

Dagboken jag aldrig skrev

Jessika Devert

Kajsa and Bastien are fed up with the humdrum life in
the city and when they come across an ad for a house
rental in the countryside, they decide to take the leap.
They envision growing vegetables, building furniture in the little sawmill and looking after the two old
horses that the landlady has left behind. Perhaps the
change of scenery will also help mend the cracks in
their relationship...
But life in the country turns out to be more challenging than they expected. The horses, as well as the
bees in the hives, are prone to escaping, the barn is
falling apart, the cabbage worms are helping themselves to the vegetable patch and their closest neighbour
Per-Arne seems unable to mind his own business. And
to make matters worse, there is someone from their
past that Kajsa appears to be hiding from.
A House in the Country is the new novel by feelgood
favourite Karin Janson. An entertaining page-turner
about the romantic image of the countryside, equally
light-hearted and sincere.

As Annika is about to turn fifty, her daughter gives
her a diary and asks her to write about her life. Reluctantly, Annika promises to write, at least once or
twice a week. But what is there to write about? How
thrilling can it be to follow a fifty-year-old woman in
Gothenburg?

An entertaining
page-turner about the
romantic image of the
countryside

Available material: Swedish MS | Option publisher: Palatium, Denmark
Original title: Möjlighet till självhushållning | Publication: June 2021 | Pages: 351
Senior editor: Christoffer Holst | Primary agent: Sofia Odsberg
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Against all odds it turns out to be an eventful year in
her life – delightful evenings with friends and wine, as
well as a meditation camp in the countryside. The hot
flashes of menopause and day-to-day life as a doctor. A
reliable partner and a handsome, twenty-year younger
medical intern. And if that wasn’t enough, there is
also the strained relationship with her mother and
sister. Middle life is not entirely uncomplicated.

A middle-aged
Bridget Jones in
Gothenburg

The Diary I Never Wrote is a humoristic, cosy and
genuine page-turner – a middle-aged Bridget Jones in
Gothenburg.

Available material: Swedish MS, English synopsis
Original title: Dagboken jag aldrig skrev | Publication: January 2021 | Pages: 280
Senior editor: Christoffer Holst | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
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FEELGOOD

Karin Janson is a journalist and
author and splits her time between
an apartment in Stockholm and the
family farm in Dalarna. Her debut
Byvalla became a successful audio
orginal series on Storytel.

General
Non-fiction
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A recent change in legislation had made it possible to use genealogy databases and for the first
time in Europe, a murder was solved by using
this groundbreaking method, which may prove
even more revolutionary than the fingerprint.

whose lives were shattered that October day in
2004 and the many gruelling years during which
the families had to wait for answers. Journalist
Anna Bodin has followed Peter Sjölund from the
very beginning of the case, and this is their unique story about the quest that put an end to the
second largest murder investigation in modern
Sweden, the first being the murder of Prime
Minister Olof Palme.

The Breakthrough follows the extraordinary
quest leading up to Peter Sjölund identifying
the killer. But it also a book about everyone

The Breakthrough
From the sample translation
Peter Sjölund is Sweden’s prime
expert on DNA genealogy. Sjölund
is currently putting together a DNA
team to assist the police with murder
investigations.
Anna Bodin has worked as reporter at
Dagens Nyheter since 1998.
The Breakthrough has sold nearly
10 000 copies to date.

The Breakthrough

How Genealogy Helped Solve One of Sweden’s
Most Chilling Double Homicide

Anna Bodin & Peter Sjölund
In October 2004, the quaint university town of
Linköping is struck by a heinous crime. Eightyear-old Mohamad Ammouri is brutally murdered by a disguised man on his way to school.
A witness, Anna-Lena Svensson, 56, tries to
save the boy but is also slain by the perpetrator.
For many years, the police are at a loss and the
cold case remains a devastating trauma for the
peaceful city.

Sixteen years later, the gruesome double homicide is finally resolved by a rather unusual
approach. Behind the breakthrough is genealogist Peter Sjölund, who has traced the DNA
two hundred years back in time and created
a family web that finally identifies the likely
murderer. As the police arrests the man, previously unknown to them, he almost immediately admits to the crime.

Available material: Swedish MS, English sample

“The police investigation into the double murder
in Linköping grows to be the second largest in
Swedish history, after the inquiry into the murder of the country’s prime minister, Olof Palme.
All existing resources are deployed from the
outset. Eight investigators from National Criminal Police travel down from Stockholm the very
next day after the murders, and stay for a year.
In the beginning, there are almost sixty people around the table for the morning meetings
at Linköping Police Station. The scene looks
to have been lifted from some television crime
drama. /.../

of people, along the lines of: “There’s a guy in
my football team in Borås who looks like this
fellow.” The volume of spurious claims means it
does more harm than good.
After more than a decade has passed, the investigators contact the institution in Rotterdam
again. DNA technology has progressed by then
and they secure another few parts of the puzzle:
the perpetrator is probably from Scandinavia
and has blue eyes.
A second e-fit picture, based on an interpretation of the DNA profile, is eventually produced. It generates one-hundred-and-eighty-five
new tips, but no arrest.
When the murder investigation starts idling,
renowned accomplished colleagues from other
police districts around the country are asked to
examine the case with fresh eyes. Even the FBI,
the American federal police, are consulted.
Three psychic mediums contact the lead
investigators on their own initiative. None of
them offer any sensible leads but one is so specific that she says that the perpetrator is hiding in
a cottage near Åre. When all other avenues are
exhausted, Professor of Criminology Leif GW
Persson puts up a million-crown reward from
his own personal fortune for anyone who can
solve the crime.
By 2019, the preliminary investigation extends to more than forty thousand documents.
The detectives involved have interviewed
nine-thousand people. Six-thousand five-hundred have submitted voluntary DNA samples. Yet
the trail of the double murderer in Linköping
still ends at the beanie in the newspaper rack.
Jan Staaf realises that they’re stuck. They’re not
getting anywhere.”

As the years pass, a number of people walk into
the police station’s reception to hand themselves in and confess to the murders on Åsgatan. It
quickly turns out that they are neither of sound
mind nor have any knowledge of details that
only the murderer and the police know about.
DNA and fingerprints from the crime scene
are continually cross-checked against domestic
criminal and DNA registers, European databases,
and the US border entry records – to no avail.
Around six months after the murder, Linköping Police turn to a research institute in Rotterdam, one on the cutting edge of DNA profiling
technology, to see what they can discern. The
Dutch scientists reply that the profile suggests
a blond man from Northern Europe; they can’t
say anymore than that.
The police release a photo-fit but not even
the woman whose description the image is
based on thinks that it is a particularly good
likeness of the perpetrator. The inquiry is overwhelmed by tips arriving from up and down the
country from Ystad at Sweden’s southern tip
to Haparanda in the far north, from all kinds

Original title: Genombrottet
| Publication:
May
XXX | Publication:
XXX | Pages:
XXX2021 | Pages: 344
Senior editor: Gunilla
Bergmark | Primary agent: Linda Altrov Berg
XXX
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